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NEW QUESTION: 1
Siehe Ausstellung.

Ziehen Sie die Netzwerkparameter von links auf die richtigen
Werte rechts.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
NIC vendor OUI -&gt; 00:0C:22NIC MAC address -&gt;
00:0C:22:83:79:A3default gateway -&gt;
192.168.1.193host IP address -&gt; 192.168.1.200subnet mask
-&gt; 255.255.255.192 The "ip route" and "ip addr show eth1"
are Linux commands.+ "ip route": display the routing table+ "ip
addr show eth1": get depth information (only on eth1 interface)
about your network interfaces like IP Address, MAC Address
information

NEW QUESTION: 2
If an IAM policy has multiple conditions, or if a condition has
multiple keys, its boolean outcome will be calculated using a
logical ______ operation.
A. AND
B. OR
C. None of these
D. NAND
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
If there are multiple condition operators, or if there are
multiple keys attached to a single condition operator, the
conditions are evaluated using a logical AND.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a terminal window, which command displays the name of the
directory you are currently in?
A. pwd
B. dir
C. where
D. current-dir
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/pwd-linux-unix-command-examples/

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given an HADR pair configured with HADR_PEER_WINDOW set to 300

seconds. If the standby server looses communication with the
primary at 11:02:03 am, when can the following command be run
so that the standby server will successfully be promoted to be
a primary server?
TAKEOVER HADR ON DB mydb BY FORCE PEER WINDOW ONLY
A. Any time before 11:07:03 am
B. Any time after 11:02:03 am
C. Any time after 11:07:04 am
D. Any time after 11:07:03 am
Answer: A
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